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INVASION OF ITALY

From Solon for Combined British Press

With Eighth Army,

Friday, September3

On this the fourth anniversary of the war the Allies have returned to

the mainland of Europe, Pron the heights above Messina overlooking Italy
we watched through the night the great barrage which preceded the landing on

the selected beaches. Hour after hour our heavy guns pounded targets on the

Italian coast until they must, have been pulverised. For a tine the guns were

firing so rapidly that distinctive flashes seemed to unite in one long blaze

of light which scarcely flickered.

The first lendings were made by advance units of General Montgomery's
Eighth Army at four thirty this morning - the army that defeated the Axis in

Africa, that first invaded Sicily, was the first to set foot on the European
mainland. We watched flashes on the beaches and the shadowed hulls of the

landing craft pull ashore. On our own side hundreds of landing craft stood

ready to follow them. All yesterday they were getting ready in full view of

the opposite coast.

The atmosphere resembled that of a summer excursion more than it did a

military operation. Crowds of the local Inhabitants stood around laughing and

talking with the soldiers. Groups of girls, arms linked, walked from craft

to craft laughing at the jocular comments made by the men who pointed to the

beaches across the Channel and said "finite”. The most striking proof that

Air Marshal Coningham’s judgement of German air strenght - "we have conquered

the Luftwaffe in the Mediterranean" - is accurate was the fact that not a

single plane has been over the beaches, not a bomb has been dropped yet.

The flares have gone up, we have taken the beaches. The ferry service

has begun. We are off to Italy.
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